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This project proposes a Collaborative co-working space that encourages interdisciplinary creativity to students and graduates
through the provision of networking, outreach opportunities and inclusive as a flexible working destination.
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.ABSTRACT

This proposal defines a multi-layered concept  designed to engender a collaborative setting

among students, graduates and professionals across different disciplines in Qatar.It is a

blueprint that combines Interdisciplinary studios, Co-working spaces and business

incubators, to create a multi faceted proposal that promotes cooperation, collaboration and

community in Qatar. 

In alignment with the vision Qatar Foundation was built on this space will serve as a joint-

venture between different faculties in Qatar Foundation, focusing on the fields of Business,

Engineering and Arts. 

Qatar National Vision for 2030 enlists human development as one of its four pillars. The

proposition would be fall under the classification of human development. Specifically it

would be dedicated to developing a capable and  motivated workforce, that is adaptable to

an open and flexible economic structure. Therefore enabling members of the space to

compete in an ever changing global landscape. 

Accommodating the global shift from an employee to an entrepreneurial economy, this

space encourages entrepreneurial collaboration by acting as a business incubator for not

only startups, but also for individuals that have ideas that need to build teams. Therefore

making the space a catalyst for economic development. 

The space itself is an overhaul of the conventional co-working spaces found all around the

world. Inside Qatar, it's a platform for makers to realize their ideas by reviving a modern-day

Arts and Crafts movement  emphasizing the joy of work across different disciplines. One of

the project's main aspects are multiple making labs that offer members equipment and

facilities that encourage, inspire and ease the product-making process, in-turn catalyzing 

innovation. Acting as a creative hub, the space's objective is to facilitate an applicable

network with an all inclusive working environment designed to meet creative demands. 

AN  INTERD IC I PL I NA R Y  C O-W ORK ING  S P ACE  IN  EDU CAT ION  C I TY  
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Diversification of Economy 

Qatar’s economy makes up a large proportion of the nation’s 2030

Vision. 

Based on this vision, the economic development is expected to turn

Qatar to become a more stable and sustainable business

environment in the future. Much of this will be greatly attributed to

its ability to diversify the economy, which is already being witnessed

today. 

According to Qatar Central Bank statistics, “Since 2013, the

contribution of non-oil sectors to Qatar’s economy has increased by

over 23 percent”.  

The path to economic diversification anticipates gradual

independence from the hydrocarbon industries that have driven the

country’s economy for decades. This transition has been

emphasized by the blockade during recent years. Qatar’s 2018-

2020 Economic Outlook reinforced this transition; “The contribution

of the oil sector reached about 32.3% of the total current Gross

Domestic Product (GDP), while the non-oil sector contributed to

67.7% of total current GDP” (Planning and Statistics Authority, 2018).

In the interest of economic development, Qatar will seek to best

utilize its resources and accommodate into a balance between oil-

based and a knowledge-based economy. 

 Rise of the entrepreneurial economy 

“Building a knowledge-based integrated economy through

development and nurturing of Qatari Entrepreneurs and Small &

Medium Sized Entities”, has been identified by Grant Thornton, as

one of the most consequential initiatives that have propelled the

Qatari economy recently. 

According to the Global Entrepreneurship Monitor, Qatar went from

being ranked 44th (2016) to 33rd (2017) in Nascent

entrepreneurship. In 2018, Qatar claimed the number one spot in

Global Entrepreneurship Environment, where 68.2 percent of the

population believed that entrepreneurship was a good professional

option, and about 76.7 percent of the population saw a high

standing for entrepreneurs in the country (GEM, 2018). These are

significant indications to the rise of Qatar’s entrepreneurial

ecosystem. A transformation that is all largely characterized by

innovation.

      The Arts and Crafts Movement

Today, highly streamlined infrastructures and advanced

technologies have taken industries by storm. Mass production to

meet rising demands has led to extreme specialization. Graduates

enter the working world seeking titles based on their

concentrations. They become employed expecting to fulfil their

KPIs or contribute to their department at a stage in a supply chain. 

 According to Formica, wherever extreme specialization is

sustained, the field of ideas is narrowed (Formica, 2015). With time,

this builds distance between an employee and their line of work. A

void that leads to dissonance. John Ruskin explored the

specialization inherent in the division of labor, and a market 

Through the 1970s and the 1980s, entrepreneurship has rallied

economies across the globe to new heights. Looking at America’s

Fortune 500, America’s largest firms accounted for 20% of

employment in the United States in 1970; by 1996 this share had

dropped to 8.5% (Carlsson, 1992, 1999). Creatives were able to

disconnect from bigger systems and find their true calling. It was

thought to be at the heart of national advantages (Porter, 1990). 

When the Arts and Crafts movement spread across Europe in the

19th century, it sought to bring “makers” closer to their craft. It was

an artistic and political movement that redefined the workers’

relationships with their occupations (Sully, 1970). This ideology can

still activate a brilliant work-culture among curious minds.

AN  INTERD IC I PL INARY  C O-W ORK ING  S P ACE  IN  EDU C AT ION  C I TY  
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The principal purpose of this research is to investigate the demand

and expectations of individuals in the context of education city

students and graduates, as well as freelancers, makers, people who

seek to relate with creative work and self-employed people.

 Exploring such individuals and their objectives will help formulate

the basis of building a community for them, which will celebrate

them, highlight their strengths and mediate their success.

 n order to understand the potential of sharing resources at a co-

working space, Interviews will be used as a source of primary

qualitative data. As this project combines the concepts of a co-

working space, a business incubator as well as a creative hub, the

list of interviewees will consist of people of different expertise in

different fields. Khalifa Al-Obaid, director of artists at the Doha fire

station will be interviewed to provide insight about the basis of the

artistic and creative culture in Qatar, this will feed into the artistic

component of this project and will dictate how the making spaces

can be designed. This is in addition to providing numbers regarding

applicants who aspire to join Doha Fire Station (DFS), therefore

allowing to understand the demand of this specific type of target

audience. 

Simultaneously, existing models of creative innovation labs such as

Co-Lab by HITT (a contacting company) and SimplyWork.6  –

shanghai, china will be analyzed and used as precedent studies to

find the activities of such spaces and how they achieve building a

creative, motivated, innovative community. This is in addition to

studying a coworking giant, Wework, the second biggest coworking

company from the united states with over 846 spaces in

.123 cities around the world. Wework is known for its flexibility of

spaces and memberships. Its success is rooted in the sense of

community it builds, 

 

which makes it an extremely fruitful model to study and analyze. In

relation to the arts and crafts movement that this project seeks to revive in

the context of the 21st century. Empirical studies on the maker

movement, a promising approach to learning: a literature review  is an

academic source published in Norway which explores the depth of the

philosophy of maker spaces and the motives of makers which this project

is mainly concerned with.

Further down the spectrum, Workinton a co-working space in Qatar will

be studied as a model to analyze how they penetrated the Qatari market,

a very unique multicultural and private market. Kerem Mergen the general

manager will be interviewed. Workinton is a business incubator as well as

a large-scale networking organization that assists and caters to the needs

of entrepreneurs. The networking aspect will be studied and analyzed to

be developed and customized through the design of this project.

Business incubation needs will be enquired to be implemented. 

To understand the multi layered depth of this proposal, Academic pieces

and literature will be reviewed. Typologies for co-working spaces in

Finland- what and how? Is an academic published source that will be

studied to compare different types of co-working spaces and how they

could fit together. As well as why people thrive in co-working spaces

another academic source which will shed light on the human relationship

to such a space and what elements motivate people the most in

workspaces.  With all of these considerations, a body of knowledge will

be built that will curate and customize the space on the levels of the

human experience, the multi layered nature of the space and the spatial

dynamics in the environment that will be designed.

AN  INTER D IC I PL INA R Y  C O -WORK IN G  S P ACE  IN  EDU C AT ION  C I TY  
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Architect:  William McDonough and partners 

Client: HITT

Location: united states falls church

Area: 8650 ft

Project year: 2019

 

Project description

 

Co-lab is a dedicated research and extermination facility owned by

HITT contracting. Established to promote Research and

Development throughout an industry that tends to overlook

exploratory initiatives. This is due to the rapid nature of the

construction operations. Co-lab provides space to test out and

innovate in fields related to construction. It is a collaboration

between the fields of architecture, engineering and construction. 

The space is used to develop new materials, approaches and

technologies to advance the field of construction. This is done

through collaborating with partners and by not adding any costs to

client for experimentation in the co-lab space.  This is mediated

through flexible design that is adaptable to different types of

experimentation.  

 

About William McDonough and partners  Architecture and

community design

 

William McDonough is the founding partner of William McDonough

and partners the firm was established in new your in 1981.  he is

internationally recognized as a sustainable development leader

which is represented in the co-lab HITT project as it targets a Zero

Energy Certification and uses Cradle to Cradle TM certified project

as well as by employing numerous factors of design that prioritize

human well-being and motivation in the co-lab space. This is in

addition to being certified with the LEEDv4 Platinum certification. 

William McDonough in the opening of Co lab: ‘“A tree emits

oxygen, distills water, provides habitat for hundreds of species,

emits bird song, food and beauty among other things. We apply

this ambition to all our buildings and all types of construction. It is

especially delightful to use the new forms of commercial

construction using cross-laminated timber and wood because it

directly connects to this idea even in a building’s basic materials. A

building like a tree, made from trees.’ William Mcdonough

paid tribute to the site as well as to sustainability by designing this

building

Relevance to proposed project

This is a space established to promote innovation and

collaboration throughout an industry that does not provoke

entitative too often. This space promotes autonomy and gives

innovators a chance to experiment and try new ideas which are

later on developed, implemented and profited off of. It applies

the activities which the proposed project seeks to implement

but in a different context. The spatial dynamics in Co-lab can be

analyzed and used as inspiration for the proposed project. This

is in addition to one of the design motifs that is at the core of Co-

lab and William McDonough and partners, the sustainability

aspect. Co-lab is a state of the art green building which employs

a ‘truly sustainable structure’ both in its architecture as well as

its interior design and even its operations. 

“We have a responsibility to collectively shape the future of our

industry. By investigating new ideas, we can create efficiencies,

improve health outcomes, lessen costs, and reduce our

environmental footprint.” A quote from Katie Rothenberg, Vice

precedent of sustainability and innovation at HITT.

The proposed project seeks to take inspiration from co-labs

efficiency and apply it in the Qatar context.

Building facilities

-Experimentation zones 

-Meeting rooms 

-Assembly zones 

-Virtual construction zone

Building Structure

The HITT Co-Lab space is a ‘truly sustainable structure’. With using

Glu-lam and cross laminated timber structure which is sourced

from the site it

is built with sustainability at its structural spine. This is a

combination

between HITT’s standards and WM+P philosophy on sustainable

design. (fig1)

CO-LAB  H IGH  PE RF ORMA NCE  BU I LD I NG  F O R  H I TT

.PRECEDENT STUDY |
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Design for reuse- sustainability 

William mcdonough and partners used the Glu Lam and cross

laminated timber structure to make the building as sustainable as

possible and to not use any steel in the structure which pollutes

the earth in the process of extraction and manufacturing. The

structure was designed in a modular way to allow the building to

have another life afterwards as another type of building or to be

easily disassembled so the land can be used differently. This was

done through using a lego-like structure that uses no glue. This

results in the

timber being viable for different usage after the disassembly of the

building.  The architectural shell acts as a power source for the

space by using roof-mounted photovoltaic solar array panels. This

in combination with the high-performance façade creates a zero-

energy building.  Sustainability is also implemented in the

operations of the space. Co-lab

uses ultra-efficient MEP design which is of vital importance when

heavy machinery is being used for experimentation and fabricating

products.  This is in addition to using 100% LED lighting and

healthy materials.

Design elements 

As shown in the fig.2 the façade of the building is mostly glass

which allows abundant daylight in the space which is proven to

improve human

mental health and cater for occupant wellbeing. This in

combination with using materials

certified by the Health Product Declaration results in a

wholesome uplifting space.

Visual continuity 

Co-lab’s interior design is designed around the concept of

openness,this can be observed from the section where all the

spaces are able to view the playground of the space, indicated

in black in diagram 4. This sense of openness expands the

space by, like mentioned previously, allowing the maximum

amount of sunlight in the space.

(FIG 3) Co Lab by HITT High Performance Building - Structural Analysis by ArchDaily
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The Interior of the Space 

As shown in fig.4 the floor plan of Co Lab is an open plan

with only four structural columns obstructing the main

space. It is designed like a playground that the users of the

space are free to use in whichever way required. This open

floor plan can be sectioned using temporary partitions or can

be left open to allow for opportunities of interactions

between different projects happening simultaneously.  The

space’s other section consists of leisure spaces and a large

meeting room that seats 36 people. Co-lab pushes all the

services to the back of the floor plan resulting in the large

open floor plan as well as optimizing sunlight and not

obstructing it throughout the space. 

As fig.5 shows the space’s first floor is overlooking the open

space from a mezzanine that stretches across the majority of

the space.  The roof of the space is used as an outdoor

leisure zone, were users of the space can relax, socialize and

retreat.

(FIG 4) Co Lab by HITT High Performance Building - Diagram by Hagar Farag Plan by

ArchDaily
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 Co Lab by HITT High Performance Building by ArchDaily

 Co Lab by HITT High Performance Building by ArchDaily
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 Co Lab by HITT High Performance Building sections

showing spatial relationships by ArchDaily
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Materiality and wellness 

Co-lab only uses healthy materials that do not produce volatile

organic compounds (VOCs).materials are certified by the health

product declaration in the united states of America. Co-lab

choice of furniture and material solely revolves around wellness

and comfort whereas aesthetics play a secondary role. This is

because the space is focused towards technology and

innovation rather than artistic creativity.

 Co Lab by HITT High Performance Building by ArchDaily

 Co Lab by HITT High Performance Building by ArchDaily
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 Co Lab by HITT High Performance Building by ArchDaily
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(fig 4)SimplyWork.6 szenshen China- Co-working space  by

ArchDaily

SimplyWork.6 szenshen China- Co-working space  by ArchDaily
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Architect: 11Architecture

Client: Simply Work

Location: Shenzen, China         

Area: 2100 square meters 

Project: Simply Work 6.0 Co-Working Space

Project Description

Established on January 1st, 2015, SimplyWork 6.0 sought to

capture a different outlook on working environments. It is the sixth

branch to be launched by the co-working brand, dedicated to

equipping entrepreneurs, whether it’s through facilities,

consultancy or service provision. To many startups, small

companies, and free lancers, SimplyWork can be considered as a

base to their operations. The purpose is to allow entrepreneurs to

envision their ideas by connecting them with potential investors.

 

Relevance to Proposal

The purpose of this project was to transform the penthouse of an

aged industrial building into a modern co-working space. A space

that was to do more than just accommodate for desks and office

rooms, but to instill a interactive and collaborative experience.

Relevant to my proposed renovation project, SimplyWork 6.0 sets a

successful model for an interactive space that promotes

networking and sharing opportunities that come from investors.

The space is designed to spark instances of interaction that result

in collaboration between entities.

Building Facilities 

Facilities are divided between the 4th floor and the roof of the

building. On the 4th floor the co-working spaces are distributed

across fifteen office rooms of different capacities. With the smallest

room installed being designed to fit 6 people, while the larger ones

dedicated to small companies can support up to 60 individuals.

Aside from the office rooms, there are independent desk zones

placed throughout. One of the most unique features of the office

spaces is the ‘dragonfly island’(fig 6) a platform that houses

multiple meeting rooms and a relaxation area at the center of the

4th floor.  All amenities dedicated to entertainment and leisure are

located on the roof floor. This includes a café, gym and a screening

theatre.

Building Structure 

When evaluating the structure, its previous industrial nature could

be observed in the form of regularly arranged columns that stretch

across its linear configuration. Being 120m in length, and only

15m in depth, the site’s linearity is one aspect that stands out,

making it a major element to consider throughout the re-design

process. To emphasize the spatial experience, functional areas

were aligned in such a way that resembled the look and feel of

urban pathways as shown in fig4. The philosophy behind the

design sought to give every user within this space a

multidimensional perspective, wherever they may be. Aside from

the conventional stairs and elevators, the design implemented an

outdoor stairway giving users the ease of access

S IMPLYWORK .6  CO- W OR K I NG  S PA C E

.PRECEDENT STUDY ||

SimplyWork.6 szenshen China dragonfly Island Co-working

space  by ArchDaily

6
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Interior Configuration

Figure 6 shows the primary and secondary circulation in the space.

The yellow color shows the primary circulation and the orange

shows the secondary circulation. The design challenge that

11Architecture faced while designing simplywork was the linearity

of the floor plan of the 4th floor. The floor plan is 120 meters long

by only 15 meters in width, which proposed a difficult design

challenge to create a well lit uncluttered space. Fig 4 shows how

11architects resolved this issue, the issue was resolved in

elevation where the entire floor plan is open through not using

solid walls and using arcs to divide the space as partitions in the

public spaces.

Light

With elongated windows running along both east and west sides of

the structure, the space comes off as visually dynamic. Generally,

the space would always appear to be very bright, as substantial

amounts of natural light would be allowed to blanket the indoors.

Depending on the time of the day, this would go on to alter the

space’s appearance. Contrary to traditional offices that come off as

areas that have been sealed off from the outdoors, the use of

arcs allows a significant amount of sunlight throughout the space

and the arcs cast dynamic shadows on the floor adorning the

space.

 Figure 6 SimplyWork.6 szenshen China Co-working space  by

ArchDaily CIRCULATION DIAGRAM BY HAGAR FARAG
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 SimplyWork.6 szenshen China Co-working space  by ArchDaily
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MATHAF :  ARAB  M US EU M  O F  MOD ERN  A R T 7
Doha’s area: 132 km                   |population 2,848,434 (2019) |                     Population of students in universities 33932

Over View

Doha is the capital city of the state of Qatar. A small peninsula
in the arabic gulf, currently surrounded by blockading
countries of Saudi Arabia and The United Arab Emirates and
engulfed by the persian sea. 

Doha covers 132 Km2 of the 11571 km2 of the peninsula of Qatar.

Qatar offers stark contrast between kilometers of arid desert

outlined by beaches and its ultra futuristic capital of Doha. Adorned

by hundreds of modern skyscrappers that make the skyline of the

city center. Qatar has witnessed exponential economic, urbanistic

and cultural growth in the past 20 years. Its population grew from

592267 people in the year 2000 to 2848434 people in 2019.

This is result of a series of mega scaled projects that transformed

the nature of the country and made doha into the metropolian city

it is today.

Climate of Qatar

Qatar is a peninsula in the eastern coast of the Arabian gulf. Qatar’s

climate is subtropical and dry, with extremely hot and humid

summers and below average annual rainfall.

Tempreture

Qatar only has two seasons, Summer and a mild Winter. The

months of summer usually stretch from May to October/November

where tempretures may reach 45 degrees celcius , and winter from

the months of November to April where tempretures drop to 19

degrees celcius. 

City Profile. Doha Qatar

The main zones in Doha include, Lusail City, The Pearl, Katara

Cultural Village, Qatar University Campus, West Bay, Al corniche,

Msherib, Aspire Zone, Al Rayan and Education city. 

Maps of the Middle East, Qatar, Doha from Google Images
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Education City 
Education City is one of Qatar’s Biggest Projects, Covering 14 Km2 area in
the old Alrayan Area, Funded by the former ruler’s wife, Her Highness
Shaikha Moza Al Misnad. The 15 billion USD project includes 15 major
world renowned branch universities, Qatar National Library, Qatar
National Convention Center, The Equestrian Academey, Student
Housing, Oxygen Park and finally Mathaf: Arab Museum of Modern Art. 
FIG1.

Mathaf: Arab Museum of Modern Art

Architect: Jean Franciois 

Mathaf, Translating to Museum in Arabic, The Native Language of

Qatar , is located inside Education city. Former public school was

transormed by architect Jean- Francios to make what was

supposed to be a cultural center in qatar.

Located inside Education City Mathaf is within a 7 minute drive from Gate
1 and a 5 minute drive from gate 3. It is also reachable by the QF metro
and shuttle project. 
FIG2.

Education city Google Maps
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LEED (Leadership in Energy Efficient Design

Leed is the most commonly used green building rating system in

the world. The Qatar green building council bases its criteria off of

leed’s criteria. LEED stands for leadership in energy and

environmental design. It is a framework to provide healthy and

highly efficient as well as cost saving environments. According to

Leed’s website this project should follow the ID+C as it is an

existing building which will be renovated but mainly the fitout

(everything other than the core and shell -structural elements will

not be changed)  is what this project is concerned with.

Introduction 
A number of design aspects must be considered when creating a

Creative network/ interdisciplinary co-working space for the youth

of Qatar. These considerations include sustainable design,

acoustics, thermal comfort, security, international building codes

and ergonomic design. These aspects must be studied and

considered to create the most ideal space for motivation,

productivity and innovation.  The Qatar National Vision for 2030

fourth pillar that is titled environmental development entails that

the way forward for Qatar harmonizes between economic growth,

social development and environmental protection.

The site is located inside education city and is part of Qatar foundation.
Qatar foundation is a nonprofit organization established in 1995 by H.E
Sheikh Hamad and his wife H.E Sheikha Moza who is the chairperson for
Qatar Foundation. Qatar Green Building council is part of Qatar
foundation and its vision is to provide environmentally aware leadership
and raise awareness for sustainable practices for green building design
and development. In order to design a space inside Education city as part
of Qatar foundation the design must oblige by sustainable building
standards to ensure its economic as well as social acceptance inside the
education city community. 

As published by MarchesePartners in may 2019; adopting

sustainability concepts in interior design raises the efficiency and

effectiveness of the use of the space. When designing a creative

working space or a lab for innovation a number of aspects must be

considered to create comfort. These aspects are a combination of

daylight usage, electric light usage, indoor environmental air

quality, temperature and acoustics

.DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
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Thermal comfort 

In a country like Qatar where the average outdoor temperature

reaches 45 degrees Celsius in the summer months, indoor

temperature is a large influence over the interior experience. This

must be considered in relation to the openings that will be created

in the facades of the space to maximize daylight in the space. In

Qatar lack of thermal comfort can present in heat and humidity in

interior space, this results in decreasing productivity as well as

negative attitudes that will inevitably break the spirit of

collaboration that this project aims to build. 

The sources of heat in the space will include but will not only be

limited to the openings. As this is a creative lab, heavy fabrication

machinery will be used, as well as computers, printers, laptops, 3D

printers and glazing ovens. All sources of heat that have to be

considered during the design process to ensure comfort in the

space. 

Attending to the sun’s heat will be the priority of the design to

achieve thermal comfort. This is because high solar gain will result

in extremely high cooling energy consumption. To control this

issue, shading devices will be used to reduce heat gain.

Shading and solar control can be presented in forms of trees in the

urban landscape that can reduce the amount of sunlight entering

the space, but more importantly exterior elements such as light

shelves can be employed to control the amount of sunlight

entering the space without blocking it. 

Low shading coefficient glass and interior glare control devices

can be also be used to treat the glass openings of the space to

reduce the heat gain. 

Double glazing the glass and applying tint to minimize the heat

transmission will be used as methods to create thermal comfort in

the space. 

HVAC systems will have to be introduced to have a comfortable

temperature in the space, however if all the mentioned methods

are used the HVAC system wont use as much electricity because

the building will not gain as much heat. 

Zones that have heavy machinery will have separate HVAC units

that will have to work for longer periods of time. Also, zones that

have a higher level of crowding will have that as well.

Lighting

This is project is located in Qatar and its orientation allows it to

accept  direct sunlight from two facades. Openings in the facades

will be enlarged to allow the maximum amount of sunlight in.

having adequate lighting from the sun cuts down lighting costs.

This is in addition to the significant influence of lighting to people’s

mood, concentration level and productivity. 2 this is because of the

direct link between light and circadian rhythms in humans. Daylight

is proven to enhance human performance and uplift people’s

mood. In the absence of daylight a combination of ambient and

accent lights can create a similar effect. This can be done through

using LED light bulbs with temperature that ranges between 3000K

to 4500K. this is the range that provides an even and balanced

ambience without adding strain on the user’s eyes. 

As this project will include a variety of private and public spaces,

dimmable lights will be an addition to give people a sense of

control over their surroundings. Which will make their experience

more customized, and therefore better. Task lighting will play a

significant role in the innovation labs areas, where hands on work

will be done. 

Acoustics

According to the whole building design guide acoustics are a vital

aspect of comfort in interior spaces, it  is often overlooked and

given little to no attention. Providing an entirely comfortable

environment for users contributes significantly to optimizing their

performance and therefore in the success of this space as a

creative co-working space. 

This space will be used for networking so acoustic control must be

considered in designing the space. Public and networking  zones

must be treated specially to create a good balance of noise where

it feels comfortable and safe and lively but at the same time

offering acoustically private spaces for more private conversations

within the public space itself. 

The sources that have to be considered in the space, mechanical/

fabrication equipment, copiers printers, coffee making sounds and

other people. Each zone in the space will be uniquely treated and

its sound level must be decided. However the design solution to

this issue will be in designing acoustic panels that can be used in a

variety of ways throughout the space to create different levels of

acoustic control according to the nature of the zone it is in. spaces

that will be located near the rail way line will become public spaces

that are loud. Quiet spaces will have to be oriented away from the

railway but also away from the fabrication equipment and the

wood workshop which will the loudest spaces. 
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Materials

Finding sustainable materials is always a challenge for Qatar

because of its lack of production of materials. The situation is

currently especially harder because of the blockade, this

means that raw materials have to be imported from countries

outside the gulf (excluding oman). Using sustainable

materials in the project will depend on not having many types

of materials imported. This is alongside exploring material

options from the industrial area, rather than flying or shipping

new materials in. Existing materials from the site could be

either kept or refurbished/redesigned and reused to give

them a new life in the new space. 
. 

Indoor Air Quality 

The indoor air quality of the space must be studied because
of the heavy equipment usage in the space. As mentioned
before innovation labs may include machinery like laser
cutters and 3D printers that release toxic fumes into the air.
Therefore including adequate exhaust systems will be
necessary in the space. This is alongside having different
HVAC channels that separate the air of these spaces from
the public spaces and the coffeeshop/cafeteria space. 
The types of materials used in the entire fit out of the space also

play a role in the indoor air quality as types of upholstery release

Volatile organic compounds which are toxic. Having the space

smell fresh and hygienic will give people a sense of trust and safety

in the space and will make people spend longer periods of time

inside the space. 

Safety and Security 

In a creative making space ensuring safety creates a level of
comfort amongst users. The space will be heavily equipped
with technology as well as people’s intellectual and physical
property, this is why the space will adopt a number of
surveillance systems to ensure the safety of people’s work as
well as of the space itself and the equipment in it. 

Another safety issue that will be of special importance in this

project will be fire hazard. With the large use of technological

equipment comes a bigger risk of electrical fires or maybe

even explosions. Therefore including smoke detectors in all

of the spaces will be very important as well as fire exists within

close proximity to the equipped spaces. 

  
. 
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Ergonomic and Athropometric Design

When designing a space that will hold different types of

activities and work such as, typing, writing, drawing, making,

socializing and having meetings, ergonomics of each space

have to be treated uniquely. The space must be clearly

space and the mood and setting each space has to be

determined to make it as comfortable and therefore as

productive as possible. The human scale has to be the

common denominator of all spaces designed, and details of

different types of bodies have to be considered when

locating and/or designing furniture in different cases.

Creating flexible and adjustable furniture and furniture

settings will be a vital part of this project, as it is made to cater

for people that have different types of materials to work on

and with. Often people who work a lot in one spot (in one

seat on a computer) feel fatigued after a while because of RSI

and back problems. This is why it will be important to create a

space that encourages movement and having a space to

walk in or around will be included. When designing “classic”

work stations including comfortable chairs will be important.

The chair’s level of comfort will be evaluated based on its

height in relationship with the work surface, whether the

backrest can be tilted and reclined to reduce stress on the

spine, lumber support is also another aspect to look for,

chairs must have a natural curve to suit people’s backs and

have an adequate seat depth depending on the function of

the specific chair. Work surfaces must be flexible and height

adjustable to cater for different positions of work

(standing/sitting), legs should comfortably fit under the desk

with the users feet being flat on the floor.  

. 
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Paradigm: a typical example or pattern of something; a pattern or model.

Symbiosis: a mutually beneficial relationship between different people or groups.

This project proposes a Collaborative co-working and making space, encouraging interdisciplinary creativity among students and

graduates via the functions of networking and outreach opportunities, in via an all-inclusive flexible workplace.   this proposal defines a

multi-layered concept designed to engender a collaborative setting among students, graduates and professionals across different

disciplines in Qatar. It is a blueprint that combines Interdisciplinary studios, Co-working spaces and a Business Incubator to create a multi-

faceted proposal that promotes collaboration and enables co-creation in Qatar.

Project Objectives

-Facilitate the global economic shift from an employee economy to an       entrepreneurial based economy

-Build a creative community in Qatar 

-enhance Interdisciplinary collaboration inside Qatar Foundation which is a part of the vision it was built on.

-Inspire and motivate members to develop their creative ideas while finding fulfillment and joy in their work.
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The site is located inside education city and is part of Qatar Foundation. Qatar Foundation is a nonprofit organization established in 1995 by H.E
Sheikh Hamad and his wife H.E Sheikha Moza who is the chairperson for Qatar Foundation. Qatar Green Building council is part of Qatar foundation
and its vision is to provide environmentally aware leadership and raise awareness for sustainable practices for green building design and
development. In order to design a space inside Education city as part of Qatar foundation the design must oblige by sustainable building standards to
ensure its economic as well as social acceptance inside the education city community. 

Building Shell Study
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Concept Generation

Using the Courtyard as a point of interaction.
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Conversation Pitts

Points of interaction.
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A space for inspiration. A point of arrival. 
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Mapping points of energy around the space.
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Schematic Section

Light filling the space.
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Using phototropism for leading people into the space. 
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Rendered GF Plan. 
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Rendered FF Plan. 



Axonometric View
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Space Shell



GF Dimension Plan. NTS



FF Dimension Plan. NTS



GF Furniture Plan. NTS





FF Furniture Plan. NTS





GF Finish Plan. NTS



FF Finish Plan. NTS



GF RCP. 



FF RCP. 
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FF&E
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FF&E



FF&E
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Entrance / Lobby showing force fields in the ceiling. 
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Mini fabrication lab.
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Library view from open work zone.
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Coworking space.
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Pathway.
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Coworking space.
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Conversation Pitt.
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Platforms.
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